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Reputation systems could help consumers avoid transaction risk by providing historical 
consumers’ feedback. But, traditional reputation systems are vulnerable to the rating 
manipulation. It will undermine the trustworthiness of the reputation systems and 
users’ satisfaction will be lost. To address the issue, this study uses the real-world rating 
data from two travel website: Tripadvisor.com and Expedia.com and one e-commerce 
website Amazon.com to empirically exploit the features of fraudulent raters. Based on 
those features, it proposes the new method for fraudulent rater detection. First, it 
examines the received rating series of each entity and filter out the entity which is under 
attack (termed as target entity). Second, the clustering based method is applied to 
discriminate fraudulent raters. Experimental studies have shown that the proposed 
method is effective in detecting the fraudulent raters accurately while keeping the 
majority of the normal users in the systems in various attack environment settings. 
Keywords:  Reputation systems, rating fraud, time series 
Introduction 
Over the past decades, the Internet has come to play an important role in many parts of our daily lives. 
For example, Amazon had 240 million users by May 2014 (Smith, 2015) and 2 billion products are 
purchased in one year (Smith, 2015). By March 2015, 300 million active users shared information on 
Twitter (Welch and Popper, 2015). With the advances in information technology, the cyber world has 
transformed itself into the dominant platform for people to express themselves and connect with others 
all over the world. Unlike the “real-world”, interaction in the cyber world is characterized by anonymity. It 
can occur among people who do not know each other’s real identity. In this way, the Internet has broken 
geographical limitations and provided a vast collection of information sources. 
 
Despite the convenience resulting from social media for information exchange, interaction with strangers 
may involve risks. For instance, false rumors spread across the Internet can lead financial investors to 
make bad decisions. Purchasing products from unreliable sellers may result in heavy losses. Hence, 
people should be cautious in interacting with strangers so as to take advantage of opportunities while 
protecting themselves. In the real-world, people seek to deal with entities (e.g. people, items, 
organizations and etc.) that have positive reputations. Similarly, reputation can be a critical precautionary 
measure for people to regulate their interactions with strangers in the cyber world. Reputation is a 
distribution of opinions, estimations, or evaluations about an entity in an interest group (Bromley, 2001). 
An interest group indicates that people within this group have some relationship or concern with the 
entity (Bromley, 2001).  In the cyber world, without knowing the real identity of the interest group, the 
opinion about the entity is difficult to collect by direct inquiry. Therefore, reputation systems have been 
designed to provide people with the reliability of strangers before making contact with them. 
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Reputation systems can collect, aggregate, and distribute feedbacks about entities’ past behavior (Resnick 
et al. 2000). The aggregated feedbacks are called the reputation score. In most commercial systems, 
feedback could be contributed by users in the form of numerical ratings. In this paper, we term the user 
providing ratings as rater. For example, raters in Amazon can rate the entity on a scale from 1-5 stars, 
with the higher value indicating the greater satisfaction. The rating score is calculated based on the rating 
from every user, and will be updated with the arrival of the new rating. The calculated score is 
disseminated to all customers as their decision reference. Previous research has already shown that 
reputation systems are effective means of decreasing transaction risks, facilitating buyer satisfaction, and 
generating premiums for e-retailers (Ba and Pavlou 2002; Houser and Wooders 2006).   
 
In spite of their effectiveness, reputation systems are vulnerable to rater manipulation. Raters may inject 
biased ratings on entities for their own benefit. We term this behavior where the rater provides unfair 
ratings as rating fraud, and such users are fraudulent raters. There is abundant evidence for the existence 
of fraudulent raters. In August 2013, Samsung admitted to hiring people to inject negative ratings into 
products of its competitor HTC (Chang 2013).  Even worse, there are rating management organizations 
that provide professional services for online rating manipulation. For instance, nineteen review 
management companies were caught and fined $350,000 for injecting fake consumer ratings into various 
sites including Yelp, Google Local, and Yahoo Local in early 2014(Sved 2014). When the rating score is 
biased by such organized and profit-driven activities, the trustworthiness of the reputation systems will be 
undermined. Therefore, it is necessary to develop mechanisms to detect rating fraud.  
 
Several methods have been proposed for rating fraud detection. One research stream relies on examining 
the deviation of individual rating values from the majority or the past rating values (Fei et al. 2013; Jindal 
and Liu 2008; Lim et al. 2010; Liu. et al. 2011; Mukherjee et al. 2013). However, misleading results will be 
generated when the majority or the early raters are fraudulent (i.e Sybil Attack (Irissappane et al. 2012)). 
Another stream of research first identifies a reliable rater and utilizes his or her ratings to filter out the 
suspicious raters by noting dissimilarities (Dellarocas 2000; Teacy et al. 2006), while it faces difficulty 
when fraudulent raters strategically behave like the honest raters (i.e. Camouflage Attack (Irissappane et 
al. 2012)). In summary, previous methods have primarily concentrated on identifying the fraudulent rater 
purely by examining the rating values, which are vulnerable in Sybil attack and Camouflage Attack 
environment.  
 
We propose an improved approach to address the limitations. Different from previous methods, we look 
into not only the rating values, but also their order of occurrence (i.e. the rating time). Hence, we consider 
features from both value and temporal dimensions in rating fraud detection. For each entity or each rater, 
we examine its associated ratings from the rating series perspective to discover the features of the target 
entity or the fraudulent rater. In this study, we introduce the features of the target entity and the 
fraudulent rater by providing detailed analysis and empirical evidence based on using two real-world 
rating datasets: one hotel dataset from Expedia.com and TripAdvisor.com, and another one from 
Amazon.com. Then, we propose a two-step procedure for fraudulent rater detection. In this newly 
proposed procedure, we first examine the suspicious entity by applying Ljung-Box test its rating series. 
Subsequently, we retrieve a list of users who have rated the suspicious entity(s). For users on this short 
list, we adopt clustering-based methods to identify raters with the similar rating pattern, and then 
discriminate the cluster with fraudulent raters based on one proposed group indicator called as GBurst. 
Here, we can detect the group of fraudulent raters, as most of the influential rating fraud is collaborative 
and organized. While a single rater can also perform an independent attack, the collaborative rating fraud, 
which occurs when a seller or the rating management organization can control multiple users or user IDs 
to inject unfair ratings strategically on the target entity(s), brings more significant challenges to the 
accuracy of the reputation systems and is the focus of the present study. Finally, we evaluate the 
effectiveness of the proposed method based on a real-world cyber competition data. The broad 
consideration of rating fraud features could facilitate the robustness of the proposed method various 
attack environment. 
 
In the next section we provide a brief review of research on rating fraud model, followed by an overview of 
the literature on rating fraud detection. In the third section, we introduce the proposed method for rating 
fraud detection. The fourth section presents the experimental studies. Finally, the last section concludes 
the papers and discusses the future research directions.  
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Reputation systems could be either user-driven or content-driven. User-driven reputation systems are 
popularly applied to electronic-commerce websites, such as the eBay and Amazon, where users could 
perform transactions and provide feedbacks to the sellers. User-driven reputation systems calculate the 
reputation score for the target entity, e.g. the seller, on the basis of the raters’ ratings. User-driven 
reputation systems adopt a variety of algorithms to calculate the reputation score: it can be calculated as 
the differences between all positive scores and negative scores (e.g. eBay) (Resnick and Zeckhauser 2002); 
or as the mean of all ratings (e.g. Amazon) (Schneide et al. 2000), or as the weighted average of all the 
ratings where the weights include the rating age, the rater helpfulness, and etc. (Liu et al. 2013). In a more 
complex method, for instance, Beta Reputation Systems (BRS) utilizes the previous positive and negative 
ratings as the parameters to formulate the beta probability density functions. Given by the previous rating 
score and the new rating, the system can update the reputation score timely (Jøsang et al. 2007). User-
driven reputation systems are advantageous in that they collect the feedbacks from all users willing to 
share their experiences. The potential buyers can obtain a relative comprehensive view of the target entity. 
However, as user-driven reputation systems rely on the rater’ input, they are vulnerable to rating fraud 
and the reliability of the systems is at risk. We will introduce rating fraud models in the next Subsection.  
Content-driven reputation systems could be applied to wiki-based websites, such as the Wikipedia, where 
people could contribute contents as well as modify others’ contributions freely. To prevent spam, the 
reputation of the contributor is of interest. Different from user-driven reputation systems, content-driven 
reputation systems do not rely on users’ rating to evaluate the contributor’s reputation, instead, they 
derive the reputation score based on contributors’ content evolution (Adler and Alfaro, 2007). In general, 
contributors will gain high reputation if their contents are long-lasting and are not reverted (Adler and 
Alfaro, 2007). Although content-driven reputation systems become unreliable if the contents are modified 
maliciously (Chatterjee et al. 2008), such behavior is different from rating fraud as there is no rater or 
rating activity involved. Herein, this study focuses on user-driven reputation systems and content-driven 
reputation systems are beyond the scope. 
Rating Fraud Model 
Intuitively, the goal of rating fraud could be either to increase their own reputation score, or to decrease 
the competitor’s reputation score. This thus leads to two types of rating fraud: Ballot Stuffing, the unfairly 
high ratings are injected to the target entity, and Bad Mouthing, the unfairly low ratings are injected to the 
target entity (Dellarocas 2000). To realize the goal, various types of rating fraud models have been 
discovered, and the typical list of rating fraud model is briefly introduced as below (Irissappane et al. 
2012). Each one of them could be applied for Ballot Stuffing and Bad Mouthing, with the only difference 
in the rating values of the target entity.  
• Consistent Attack: the fraudulent rater consistently provides the unfairly high (low) rating to the 
target entity(s) with low(high) quality during a Ballot Stuffing (Bad Mouthing) attack; 
• Camouflage Attack: the fraudulent rater launches the rating fraud strategically. Besides injecting 
dishonest ratings, either unfairly high or unfairly low, to the target entity(s), the fraudulent rater 
also submits fair ratings to certain non-target entity(s) to camouflage himself or herself as the 
honest rater. Intuitively, camouflage attack makes it more difficult to differentiate fraudulent 
raters as they behave similarly to honest raters.  
• Whitewashing Attack: in most of the e-commerce websites, there is no limitation that one person 
can only register one account. Hereby, a fraudulent rater, who has provided the target entity(s) 
with either unfairly high or unfairly low ratings, could easily whitewash the history by creating a 
new account and behave like an honest rater. 
• Sybil Attack: different from the previous three types, Sybil Attack does not specify the fraudulent 
rater’s behavior. It describes the overall rating fraud environment. When the number of 
fraudulent raters is larger than that of honest raters, this scenario is termed as Sybil Attack 
(Douceur 2002). As Sybil Attack does not define the individual fraudulent rater behavior, it could 
combine with the first three types to constitute three Sybil-based Attack models, which are Sybil 
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Consistent Attack, Sybil Camouflage Attack and Sybil Whitewashing Attack. Each one indicates 
that fraudulent raters are more than honest raters and perform Consistent Attack, Camouflage 
Attack and Whitewashing Attack respectively. 
Rating Fraud Defense Mechanisms 
To deal with rating fraud, previous studies have already proposed various defense mechanisms, including 
preventative and detective mechanisms. Preventative mechanisms can either discourage raters from 
dishonest or utilize incentive for raters to be honest. For instance, if the account is bound with one unique 
IP address, it will increase the cost to register many accounts (Douceur 2002). Yu et al. (2006) also 
proposed the protocol SybilGuard, which increases the difficulty of controlling multiple rater accounts to 
perform attack. The preventative approaches are designed to limit the occurrence of fraudulent activity, 
not to capture. And their purposes are hardly to realize if raters spoof their IP address or they can realize 
more profits by injecting attacks.  
 
The purpose of defensive solution is to detect the existed fraudulent raters. Various methods have already 
been proposed. Whitby et al. (2004) develop Beta Reputation Systems to deal with rating fraud. If the 
overall entity rating falls in the rejection areas of the beta distribution of the target user’s ratings, this user 
is considered dishonest according to the majority rule. Jindal and Liu (2008) adopt logistic regressions 
based on rater and rating features including textual features, the number of feedbacks and rating 
deviation. Lim et al. (2010) propose scoring method to identify fraudulent raters whose rating deviate 
from others. Wang et al. (2011) use a graphical method which considers the relationship among raters, 
ratings and entities. Liu et al. (2014) develops the model iCLUB which utilizes both local and global rating 
deviation to identify dishonest users. Mukherjee et al. (2013) design author spamicities model to detect 
fraud using features including extreme rating and rating deviation. Liu et al. (2013) propose a fuzzy logic 
which combines user’s rating time, rating value similarity and rating quantity to against unfair ratings. 
Although these solutions improve the robustness of reputation systems against rating fraud, they rely on 
comparing the individual rating with the overall rating trend from other raters to identify the fraudulent 
rater. Thus, they are vulnerable to Sybil Attack.  
 
Instead of relying on the majority rule, Liu et al. (2011) assumes that the entry of a large amount of 
malicious ratings would lead to the sudden change of the overall rating of the entity. Their proposed 
method detects fraudulent rater by locating the rating change period. Although experiments have shown 
that this method increases the detection accuracy significantly, this method is vulnerable when the 
malicious users are the early raters. Dellarocas (2000) utilizes the pre-known honest rater’s rating to filter 
out the suspicious raters based on the rating dissimilarities. Another method TRAVOS is proposed by 
Teacy et al. (2008). It evaluates the trustworthiness of the rater by comparing its rating activity with that 
from other pre-labeled honest raters. These methods require the prior knowledge of honest rater and 
assume that raters have a constant behavior, which is vulnerable to Camouflage Attack. 
Rating Fraud Detection 
In this section, we discuss the proposed method in details. This study addresses the collaborative rating 
fraud. It can be carried out by multiple users or by one user controlling multiple user IDs. We refer each of 
these users as a fraudulent rater.  Fraudulent raters have their target entity(s) in which they inject 
unfairly high (Ballot Stuffing) or low (Bad mouthing) ratings. They can also provide ratings beyond the 
target entity (or entities). Due to the collaborative rating’s fraudulent nature, multiple malicious users 
could be associated with each target entity. Thus, our defense mechanism includes two steps: 1) identify 
the potential target entity(s) based on the entity features; 2) Retrieve the associated users and filter out 
the fraudulent raters by user features. Thus, we should first examine the important characteristics of 
target entity and fraudulent raters respectively that are used in our fraud defense methodology. Different 
from previous methods, we look into features not only from the rating values dimensions, but also from 
temporal dimensions. We examine the associated rating series for entities and raters to discover the 
feature of the target entity and that of the fraudulent rater. Next we will introduce each feature, which is 
identified with the detailed analyses and empirical evidence. 
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Target Entity Detection 
For each entity e, we create a rating series for all its ratings over the time and denote it as .    = {	 , 	 , … }; 
Where tk is the order for this rating instead of its accrual time. For example, indicates that it is the first 
rating for the entity e. We use the order (relative time) instead of the accrual time since our concern is the 
correlation among ratings rather than the change of entity overall rating.    
 
We use the real-world dataset to empirically examine the feature of the rating series of the target entity. 
Despite the widely existence of the rating fraud, the target entity is seldom explicitly labeled in the current 
reputation systems.  Hence, it is not easy to analyze its characteristic directly.  In this study, we examine 
the feature of the entity using one hotel rating dataset. Specifically, we evaluate the rating series for 
identical hotel entities in two different websites: Expedia.com and TripAdvisor.com. Both of them are the 
famous travel websites which provide users’ feedbacks towards hotels all over the world. Although neither 
of the two websites labeled the target entity, there is an intrinsic difference in their rating mechanism. 
TripAdvisor.com is an open space that anyone could post a rating, but raters at Expedia.com must be the 
real customers, i.e. who have checked in for at least one night. Thus, ratings at Expedia.com are claimed 
as “verified rating”. Therefore, TripAdvisor has a higher potential than Expedia to be exposed to rating 
fraud. Accordingly, we can exploit the characteristics of the rating fraud by comparing the rating series of 
the identical hotel at both Expedia.com and TripAdvisor.com. We have gathered one panel dataset from 
both Expedia.com and TripAdvisor.com. We collected all the ratings series for 2116 hotels which has at 
least 10 ratings in both websites. Both websites use the scale from 1-5 stars. For every hotel, we retrieved 
all its raters’ rating value and the associated posting time. The final dataset consist of 2116 hotels with 
300,521 ratings from Expedia.com and 438,703 ratings from TripAdvisor.com. Table 1 shows the 
descriptive statistics of the rating distribution in the dataset. As expected, compared to Expedia, 
TripAdvisor has a larger number of ratings due to the loose rating submission restriction. Also, for the 
same hotel, the average rating at TripAdvisor.com is lower than that at Expedia.com. Moreover, we 
calculate the proportion of each possible rating value for each hotel at two websites. Hotels at 
Expedia.com have a significantly higher (lower) proportion of high (low) rating values compared to those 
at TripAdvisor.com. For example, on average, 35.10% of rating for each hotel at Expedia.com is 5-star. It 
is consistent with the result that the average rating of Expedia.com is higher. Since the average rating at 
Expedia.com largely reflects users’ real opinions, rating fraud may exist at TripAdvisor.com. Thus, hotels 
at TripAdvisor.com are more likely to be the target entity. We could exploit the characteristics of the 
target entity by comparing their rating series difference for the same hotel in two websites. 
 
Table 1. Summary Statistics of Rating Distribution at Two Websites (N=2116) 
  Expedia TripAdvisor Difference 
Average Number of Rating 142.02 207.33 -65.30(6.01)* 
Minimum Number of Rating 10 10 N/A  
Maximum Number of Rating 999 1140 N/A  
Mean of Rating 3.89 3.64 0.25(0.01)* 
Standard Deviation of Rating 0.56 0.68 N/A 
1 Star 4.70% 10.49% -5.79%(0.37%)* 
2 Star 7.59% 8.92% -1.33%(0.23%)* 
3 Star 16.53% 18.86% -2.33%(0.33%) 
4 Star 36.08% 31.73% 4.35%(0.40%)* 
5 Star 35.10% 29.99% 5.11%(0.61%)* 
            *p<0.001 Notes: The sample sizes are 300,521 (ratings from Expedia.com) and 438,703 (ratings from TripAdvisor.com). 
 
Raters have various backgrounds. If there is no fraud, ratings from different raters should be independent 
with each other (Hu et. al 2012; Xie et al. 2012). Accordingly, the rating values for a non-target entity 
should be mutually independent and identically distributed with respect to time. Herein, {-} is white 
noise, where  is the rating at the timestamp t and  is the mean of all ratings.  In the collaborative rating 
fraud, fraudulent raters are organized so that their ratings are not independent with each other. Hence, 
for target entity, its	{-} is not able to be modeled as a white noise with the existence of the fraudulent 
raters. Although in certain cases, a self-selection process may exist so that ratings from normal users may 
not be random (Li and Hitt 2008). Hu et al. (2010) analyze datasets from Amazon and Barnes & Noble. 
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The result shows that regardless of self-selection, rating fraud must exist in the entity if there is 
dependency in its ratings. 
 
Figure 1. Ljung–Box Test Results at Two Websites 
 
To detect the existence of dependency in the rating series, we adopt Ljung–Box test (Ljung and Box, 1978). 
The null hypothesis of Ljung–Box test is that the data series are independently distributed. For each hotel, 
we created two   for its rating series at Expedia.com and TripAdvisor.com respectively. To differentiate 
the two time series, we denote them as   and  respectively, where  ∈ [1,2116] and  ∈ 
[1,2116]. If the p-value of the test for   or  is below the significance level, entity  or  
will be labeled as the target entity. Figure 1 displays the Ljung–Box Test result for all   and . 
The x-axis is the significance level and the y-axis is the percentage of hotels which are labeled as target 
entities. Figure 1 shows that there are significantly more hotels labeled as target entities at 
TripAdvisor.com, e.g. 11% at the 0.001 significance level and 17% at the 0.01 significance level, while only 
0.9% at the 0.001 significance level and 1.5% at the 0.01 significance level at Expedia.com. The result is 
consistent with the expectation that more entities at TripAdvisor are under attack, which indicates that 
Ljung-Box Test could be a good indicator for target entity detection.  
Fraudulent Rater Rating Series 
Similar to the issue in target entity detection, no real-world reputation systems have labeled the dishonest 
rater. And since Expedia.com does not track the historical ratings for each rater, the hotel dataset used in 
previous subsection could not be applied. Thus, we need to find another way to empirically examine the 
feature of the fraudulent rater. To save the attack cost, fraudulent raters are usually not the real buyers. 
That is to say, if most of the submitted ratings are from a real purchase, the rater is highly likely to be an 
honest one. On the contrary, if none of the ratings is from “verified purchase”, the rater may be malicious. 
Currently, several e-commerce websites, such as Amazon.com, label the rating to indicate whether it is 
from a “verified purchase”.  Herein, we collect one user-entity rating dataset from Amazon.com to analyze 
the feature of fraudulent rater. We have gathered all the historical rating activity for 1523 raters who have 
ever rated the product of digit camera. For each rating activity, we record the rating value, the rating date, 
the rated entity ID, and a binary indicator of whether it is from “verified purchase”. For each rater, we 
calculate the ratio of “verified purchase” rating.  We admit that the rating not from “verified purchase” is 
not necessary fraudulent, since it may lack the transaction record. However, the larger ratio of the 
“verified purchase” rating can indicate a higher probability of honest rater. Otherwise, it would be too 
costly to perform rating manipulation. Here, we label raters as honest if their ratio of “verified purchase” 
rating is greater than 75%, and those as fraudulent if none of their ratings is from the verified purchase. 
Finally, the dataset contains 73,522 ratings from 359 honest raters and 52,209 ratings from 305 
fraudulent raters. Table 2 lists the summary statistics of the dataset. We could note that users classified as 
fraudulent raters indeed have a significant different rating behavior that those labeled as honest raters. 
Honest raters have the significantly higher average rating and a higher proportion of larger rating values. 
 
 
Figure 2. Rating Time Series from Different Type of Raters 
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Fraudulent raters have unique temporal features in their own rating series. As the deadline is usually 
given, profit driven raters usually accomplish their tasks within a short period intensively, i.e. right before 
the deadline (Parker 2011). Hereby, the rating submission may burst within a very short time interval, and 
the overall time interval between every two consecutive ratings for a malicious user should be very small. 
However, time interval between ratings for honest users usually is larger since it is affected by their time 
interval of online shopping and the time needs for making rating decisions. This phenomenon has been 
observed in network intrusion and mobile Apps ranking fraud (Soldo 2011; Sorrel 2009; Zhu et al. 
2013).Figure 2 illustrates an example of the rating time series from one honest rater and one fraudulent 
rater in the dataset. We could find that compared to the honest rater, the fraudulent rater’s time series 
contains more conglomeration. For fraudulent rater, most ratings are injected in quick succession and its 
time interval has more variability. Thus, the fraudulent rater is expected to have larger variability of time 
interval as well as the smaller average time interval. Accordingly, we term such a feature of user’s rating 
series as the degree of burst ( ) and define its measurement as the ratio of the standard deviation of 
time interval (σ) to the mean of minimum rating interval (MRI). The value of   will be higher for a 
rating series with a higher degree of burst. The calculation formula is shown (1).  																								 = 	 ! "#$ 																																																	(1) 
              Where               																				! = (∑ (*+,- .+-/.0-)	+-1+2 3-.4 																																							(1. 6) 
 
																					 = ∑ (374 − 3 )3-.4394: − 1 																																												(1. ;) 
 
					"#$ =	∑ min	[(3 − 3.4 ), (374 − 3 )]3-1A (: − 2) 																												(1. c)									 
where :  is the total number of entities that the user u has rated and 3  is the actual day of the nth rating 
the user u has given for all possible entities. Here, we use "#$  other than   to represent the average 
time interval since the later one is not a good indicator of burst. For any rating time series, as long as the 
total number of rating and the difference between the first and the last rating timestamp are the same,  will be always the same value regardless of occurrence time of other ratings. Based on (1), we calculate 
the values of   for each user in the Amazon dataset and Table 2 shows the results. The users with a 
higher proportion of verified purchases have a significantly lower degree of burst than those with no 
records of verified purchases. Hence,   could be a potential indicator to detect the fraudulent rater.  
 
Table 2. Degree of Burst of Different Types of Raters 
 
Fraudulent Rater Honest Rater Difference 
Mean of Rating 3.90 4.12 -0.23(0.04)* 
Standard Deviation of Rating 1.04 1.04 N/A 
Average Number of Rated Item 169.55 204.22 N/A 
1 Star 7.27% 6.60% 0.67%(0.72%) 
2 Star 8.19% 5.49% 2.71%(0.53%)* 
3 Star 14.72% 11.32% 3.40%(0.73%)* 
4 Star 27.04% 22.08% 4.95%(1.1%)* 
5 Star 42.78% 54.51% -11.72%*(1.7%)* 
Burst 103.08 22.71 80.37(26.4)* 
                        *p<0.001. Notes: The sample sizes are 359 honest raters and 305 fraudulent rater 
 
Besides the degree of burst, fraudulent raters have another feature in collaborative rating fraud scenario. 
Since fraudulent raters have their own specified objectives, they behave differently from the genuine users.  
Genuine users provide ratings for the entity based on their preference. Individual difference makes it 
difficult for a group of users to rate the exactly same entities.  However, as the activities of fraudulent 
raters are usually controlled and panned, particularly those hired by the organizations, Entities rated by 
colluded fraudulent raters are different from those rated by normal users. For fraudulent raters, there are 
two types of entities to rate: target entity, and non-target ones (if under camouflage attack). For target 
entities, the colluded fraudulent raters rate the exactly same ones since they are predetermined and are 
usually not interested by genuine users. For non-target entities s, fraudulent raters select entities 
randomly in order to camouflage themselves. Despite the randomness, the non-target entities selected by 
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colluded fraudulent rater IDs would still have a high similarity since several rater IDs may be controlled 
by the same user. The user with several fraudulent rater IDs may just pick up the same set of entities for 
convenience. Therefore, fraudulent raters are expected to have a similar rating pattern. This feature can 
be utilized to cluster fraudulent raters. 
Fraudulent Rater Detection Algorithm 
Based on the features of the target entity and fraudulent rater, our algorithm is designed to consist of two 
phases. First, we select the suspicious entity based on the entity’s rating series and retrieve its associated 
raters.  Second, we examine the rating series of every rater selected in the first step and discriminate a set 
of fraudulent raters through clustering with the consideration of the group degree of burst.  
 
Phase 1. Select a set of P target entities and their corresponding Q users. 
Input: # =  : (n*m) user-entity rating matrix, where  ∈ [1, :],  ∈ [1,D];  =  : (n*m) user-entity rating time (day) matrix, where  ∈ [1, :],  ∈ [1,D]; 
Procedures: 
Step 1. For each entity e, construct its non-void rating vector E = {4, A, … F}and its corresponding 
rating time vector  = {4, A, … F};  
Step 2. Sort Ebased on the values in G in ascending order such that G = H , … I, Jℎ4 ≤ ⋯ ≤F .  Thus, E = H , … I where F is the order for the rating  in the vector E; 
Step 3. Apply Ljung–Box test to E. If the p-value is below the significance level, NO6P=1.   
Step 4. Repeat Step 1~3 for all entities. Find the P entities with NO6P=1; 
Step 5. Find Q users who have ever rated at least one of the P entities.  
Output: 
A binary vector QRST = {NO6P4, … NO6PU…NO6PV} where  ∈ [1,D]; W =  : (q*m) user-entity rating time (day) matrix consisting of the selected users in Step 5, where  ∈ [1, X]; #W =  : (q*m) user-entity rating matrix consisting of the selected users in Step 5, where  ∈ [1, X]; 
 
Phase 1 is based on the feature of target entity. In Step 1 we retrieve rating value and rating time for each 
entity from the user-entity rating matrix. As the input is the user-entity rating matrix, the original rating 
vector is ordered by the user ID. Herein, in Step 2, we sort ratings in ascending order of time to construct 
the rating time series of each entity. In Step 3, the entity with the significant auto-correlated rating series 
is identified as the suspicious entity. A significance level need to be selected in this step. The higher 
significance level is used, the higher likely of committing type 1 error, i.e. higher false positive rate in 
target entity detection. In contrast, if the significance level used is too low, a large number of target 
entities may not be detected. In addition, as the null hypothesis of Ljung-Box test is no autocorrelation up 
to lag h, we need to make sure that none of the h p-values are above than the significance level. In this 
study, as suggested by Tsay (2010), we choose the number of lag ℎ = ln	(:), where n is the length of the 
rating series. If  ln	(:) is not integer, we will round it up. Step 4 and 5 find all the suspicious entities and 
filter out their associated users. For users in this shortlist, we construct a user-entity rating matrix for all 
the entities. If one entity is not rated by one user, the cell will be empty. Similarly, a user-entity rating 
time matrix is also constructed between users in the shortlist and all the entities.   
 
Phase 2. Cluster a set of fraudulent raters based on their rating pattern. 
Input: W = ( ) and #W = ( ): the output from the phase 1; 
Procedures:  
Step 1. Construct an (q*q) user-user distance matrix Z = ([ ),	based on the user-entity matrix #W.  
Step 2. Cluster users into J groups using Z. 
Step 3. For each cluster C, C=1,…, J, calculate its \]#^_ . See below for the detailed calculation.  
Step 4. Select the cluster with the highest \]#^_ . 
Output: 
The group of users selected in Step 4. They are identified as fraudulent raters and are suggested to be 
removed from the user list.  
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Step 1 and 2 use the feature that fraudulent raters have a similar rating patterns towards the entity. In 
Step 1, based on the user-entity rating matrix, we calculate the distance between every two users by using 
“1-Tanimoto coefficient”. Tanimoto coefficient is a general form of Jacarrd coefficient, which has shown a 
clear advantage over other similarity measures in the case of extremely asymmetric distributed or sparse 
data vectors, such as in the rating dataset (Mild and Reutterer 2003). For user u and user i, [  = 1 −E-`∗Ebc
(||E-`||e7fgEbc gfe.E-`∗Ebc ) , where E ` and Ehc  denoting the rating vector for their common rated entities respectively. 
Then users are clustered using Z in Step 2 using hierarchical clustering method. The distance between 
clusters is calculated by Ward’s method. Step 3 calculates the degree of burst in its users’ ratings for each 
cluster. Here, instead of using		]#^  directly, we use the degree of burst in the entire group C as \]#^_ . To calculate		\]#^_  we first combine all the rating vectors from users in the cluster C and 
sort the rating values in the ascending order of their corresponding actual rating time.  The rationale 
behind merging all the users’ rating in one cluster is that the clusters we aim to find are those perform 
collaborative rating fraud. Thus, one person can control multiple user accounts. The real person may 
inject ratings in a short period of time using multiple accounts and stop for a while before perform the 
next attack. Hence, it is \]#^_ , not	]#^  of each fraudulent account, which could display a high 
degree of burst. We use \]#^_  as it represents more accurately the feature of the degree of burst. 
Adapted from formula (1), the formula of \]#^_  is shown in (2) as below.  																					\]#^_ 	= 	 !_"#$_ 													i ∈ [1, j]													(2) 
Where          !_ = k∑ (*+,l .+l/.0l)	+l1+2 3l.4 																																(2. 6) 
 
																																		_ = ∑ (374_ − 3_)3l.4394:_ − 1 																													(2. ;) 
 
						"#$_ 	= 	∑ min	[(3_ − 3.4_ ), (374_ − 3_)]3l1A (:_ − 2) 														(2. c) 
where :_ is the total number of entities that all the users in cluster C has rated, and 3_ is the actual day of 
the nth  rating after all the users’ rating in cluster C are combined and sorted in ascending of time. Finally, 
clusters with the highest calculated \]#^_  in Step 3 are selected. The users in those clusters are labeled 
as fraudulent raters.  
Experimental Results 
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed method and present the experimental results. 
To evaluate the fraudulent rater detection performance accurately, the testing dataset is expected to have 
pre-labeled fraudulent rater and honest rater, which is difficulty to get from today’s e-commerce sites.  
Previous studies usually conduct simulation to obtain the pre-labeled raters. But the simulation could not 
fully represent the real-world environment, so that the accuracy of performance evaluation may be 
affected accordingly. 
 
In this study, we use a cyber-competition data to solve this dilemma, which includes both normal rating 
data and attack rating data (Liu et al. 2011). In both normal and attack data, each piece of rating contains 
the entity ID, the user ID, the rating time and the rating value. The normal data are collected from a 
famous e-commerce site with rating values in the numeral scale 1 to 5. The normal dataset contains 5688 
user-entity rating records collected over 150 consecutive days from 300 normal users for 300 products 
(entities), denoted as (u1,…..u300)  and (e1,…..e300) respectively.  The 300 normal users (u1,…..u300) are 
considered as honest users in this study. The attack data are obtained from an attack competition 
designed for this e-ecommerce site. The goal of the competition is to encourage participants to downgrade 
the rating of the target entity (e1 in this competition). One participant can control at least 20 user IDs to 
launch an attack, and all his/her submitted ratings are recorded as in one attack file. Each user ID in one 
attack file is considered as one fraudulent rater. There are a total of 13028 attack files in the attack dataset. 
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As all the fraudulent raters in one attack file are controlled by one participant, it is collaborative rating 
fraud so that our proposed method can be applied.  
 
For every attack file, we measure its attack effectiveness using the rating shift, denoted as △= ̅ − ̅′. 
The ̅ and ̅′ represent the average rating for the target entity before and after the attack, respectively. 
Since the goal of this competition is to downgrade the target entity, a larger value of △ indicates a stronger 
attack and a smaller value indicates that the participant’s behavior is quite similar to the normal user.  For 
all the attack files, we categorize them based on their own △ values into three attack level groups: weak 
attack group with △ value between [0.1, 0.25), moderate attack group with △ value between [0.25, 0.4), 
and strong attack group with △ value between [0.4, 0.55). There are 1543, 4254 and 7231 files in each 
group respectively. It is consistent with the purpose of the competition that the majority of participants 
are strong attackers. The detection performance will be evaluated in each group respectively.  
 
Although the attack task for all participants is the same, the original attack dataset shows two types of 
fraud models: 8169 files with consistent attack, which only inject unfair ratings to the target entity, and 
4859 files with camouflage attack, which not only rate the target entity unfairly but also camouflage 
themselves by rating non-target entity. There are 1384, 3476 and 3306 files with consistent attack and 159, 
845, 3855 files with camouflage attack in weak, moderate and strong attack group respectively. Though no 
testing attack file explicitly shows the Whitewashing attack model, the original testing dataset incorporate 
this type of attack detection. There are two phases in Whitewashing attack: in the earlier phase, an old 
user account attacks the target entity via either consistent attack or camouflage attack; in the later phase, 
a new account behaves as the normal rater. Thus, we only need to filter out the old user account, as the 
new account is honest. The situation in each phase is contained in the original testing dataset. Hence, as 
long as the method could successfully detect user accounts for consistent attack and camouflage attack, 
the whitewashing attack can be defended by removing the old account in its earlier phase. For Sybil-based 
Attack models, despite its different fraudulent rater sizes, each single attack file is not enough for Sybil 
Attack, as the attacker size is not over 50%. However, Sybil Attack environment could be constituted by 
combining multiple attack files so as to evaluate the proposed method.  
 
The effectiveness of the proposed method is tested in two cases. First, we evaluate the performance using 
the original attack data, which contains Non-Sybil Based Attacks. Second, we combine multiple attack 
files to test the robustness of the proposed method in Sybil-Base Attacks. To demonstrate the incremental 
accomplishment of our method, we compare our proposed approach against one well-known benchmark, 
the iCLUB (Liu et al. 2014). The radius value used for DBSCAN clustering is 0.3, which has shown to 
outperform other values and is also consistent with that suggested by Liu et al. (2014). 
Single Attack File Detection Accuracy (Non-Sybil Based Attack) 
We first detect the performance of the proposed method by adding each single attack file in the original 
testing dataset to the normal data, which creates 13,028 merged test files. The user IDs from the attack 
file, i.e. those start from u301, u302……, are labeled as the fraudulent raters while user IDs (u1,…..u300)  are 
honest raters. One user-entity rating matrix and one user-entity rating time matrix are generated from the 
ratings in each test file. Following the method proposed, suspicious entities are first identified and then a 
group of users are retrieved as the predicted fraudulent raters. The effectiveness of the method is 
evaluated by comparing the predicted fraudulent raters with the pre-labeled ones.  
 
We first assess the accuracy of target entities detection, which is the precondition of the following 
fraudulent rater detection. We adopt recall, as defined in (3), to measure that, among all target entities, 
what is the percentage of the accurately detected target entity.  Meanwhile, we use precision, as defined in 
(4), to calculate the percentage of the identified target entities that are accurately under attack. The 
overall detection performance is measures by F1, as shown in (5). To apply Ljung-Box test, we need to set 
the significance level. If the significance level is large (e.g., 0.05), there are more false positives, meaning 
that there are more non-target entities misclassified as target ones. When the significance level is small 
(e.g., 0.001), there are more false negatives (i.e. more undiscovered target entities). Since raters 
associated with entities selected in this step will be the input of the second step, we are more concerned 
with false negatives and use 0.01 as the significance level in the testing. For each testing file, we calculate 
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a pair of (recall, precision). Then, in every attack level group under each attack model, we calculate the 
average recall and precision, as shown in Table 3. Obviously, the proposed method can accurately detect 
the target-entity regardless of the attack model. Even in the weak attack group, where participants mostly 
pretend to be the normal users, the proposed method can still detect most target entity. Additionally, we 
could notice that stronger groups under camouflage attack have more non-target entities mistakenly 
identified as target entities. It is since their participants also inject ratings to the non-target entity, which 
make those entities distinguishable from others. However, misidentifying them as target ones may not 
hurt the fraudulent rater detection, as their ratings may come from the camouflaged fraudulent raters.  
#p6OO = 	qr	qr + N6O	:P6r	,     (3) 
 
tpq: = 	qr	qr + N6O	qr	,       (4) 
 




Table 3. Performance of Target Entity Detection 
 Weak Medium Strong 
Consistent Attack Recall  0.99 1 1 
Precision 0.97 1 1 
F1 0.98 1 1 
Camouflage Attack Recall  0.97 0.99 1 
Precision 0.97 0.96 0.95 
F1 0.97 0.97 0.97 
 
Next, we evaluate the fraudulent rater detection performance of the proposed method and the benchmark. 
Table 4 summarizes the overall fraudulent rater detection precision, recall and F1 of each attack group in 
Consistent Attack and Camouflage Attack model respectively. The results confirm the effectiveness of the 
proposed method in detecting the fraudulent raters. We can observe that for the proposed method, the 
group with higher attack level has better performance in both precision and recall perspectives. The 
precision and the recall values in strong attack group are above 99% under Consistent Attack, while they 
are above 90% under Camouflage Attack, which is more difficult for detection. When the attack level is 
low, e.g. the weak attack group, the fraudulent raters behave similarly to the normal users, so that it is 
more difficult to differentiate them. Thus, the recall values in both attack models are relatively lower in 
the weak attack group, which has least impact on the accuracy of the systems. When compared to the 
benchmark, on one hand, we can see that the proposed method outperforms the iCLUB with its higher F1 
value in every attack group and attack model. Moreover, its advantage increases under Camouflage Attack 
or under stronger attack. On the other hand, we can find that under Camouflage Attack, the recall of the 
iCLUB is higher than that of the proposed method in the weak attack group. The precision of the iCLUB in 
the weak attack group under Camouflage Attack, however, is below 0.5 (e.g. 0.31) and is lower than of the 
proposed method. It indicates that more honest than malicious ones would be removed from the systems, 
which will hurt the reliability of the systems. The results show effectiveness of the proposed method in 
discriminating the fraudulent raters while leaving the majority of the normal users in the systems.  
Table 4. The Overall Performance for Single File Testing 




Proposed 0.66 0.86 0.99 
iCLUB 0.65 0.86 0.99 
Recall 
Proposed 0.49 0.85 1 
iCLUB 0.46 0.80 0.82 
F1 
Proposed 0.57 0.85 0.99 
iCLUB 0.54 0.83 0.90 
Camouflage Attack 
Precision 
Proposed 0.64 0.88 0.97 
iCLUB 0.31 0.71 0.63 
Recall 
Proposed 0.33 0.75 0.92 
iCLUB 0.68 0.75 0.75 
F1 
Proposed 0.44 0.81 0.95 
iCLUB 0.43 0.68 0.73 
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A more detailed analysis on the precision and recall in each attack level group for the two methods is 
presented in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The precision/the recall result of every testing file, is categorized into 
five intervals including [0, 0.2], (0.2, 0.4], (0.4, 0.6], (0.6, 0.8], (0.8, 1.0] respectively. For every attack 
level group, we calculate its own frequency in each interval. Then we plot the frequency distribution of the 
precision and the recall in each group with Consistent Attack (Figure 3) and Camouflage Attack (Figure 4) 
respectively. In both figures, the x-axis represents the precision/recall interval and the y-axis is the 
relative frequency value in every attack group.  Obviously, for the proposed method, almost every testing 
file in the strong attack group has very high precision and recall values. For the iCLUB, however, there are 
still a number of files in the strong attack group has very low recall under Camouflage Attack 
Environment. For the weak attack group using both methods, it has around 20% testing files with the 
recall values below 20% under two attack models, which means only 20% of the fraudulent raters are 
successfully identified. However, the ratings from the undiscovered fraudulent raters may not affect the 
reliability of the item reputation largely due to their near to normal behavior.  Meanwhile, we observe that 
the weak attack group using the proposed method has a relatively better performance in precision, with 
around 2% below 0.2 in both attack models. It indicates that the raters removed are less likely to be the 
honest users so that the rating quality can retain. Hereby, even though the detection performance in the 
weak attack group is not high, the reputation systems using the proposed method may still maintain its 
accuracy. However, it is not the case for the iCLUB method, which has majority low precision values in the 
weak attack group, particularity under Camouflage Attack. 
 
  
Figure 3 (a) Precision of Fraudulent Raters Detection under Consistent Attack 
 
    
Figure 3 (b) Recall of Fraudulent Raters Detection under Consistent Attack 
 
     
Figure 4 (a) Precision of Fraudulent Raters Detection under Camouflage Attack 
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Figure 4 (b) Recall of Fraudulent Raters Detection under Camouflage Attack 
 
Based on the above observations, we further assess how the rating of the target entity has been affected 
after removing all the predicted fraudulent raters by recalculating its rating shift for all 13028 testing files. 
As introduced earlier, we calculate the difference between the original rating before attack and the current 
rating after attack detection. The average rating shift for the strong attack group, moderate attack group 
and weak attack group is 0.0005, 0.0108, and 0.0084 respectively. Compared to the original rating shift 
interval for each group, the impact from the fraudulent raters is trivial. Figure 5 displays the frequency 
distribution for the rating shift after the detection of every testing file. The x-axis represents three rating 
shift levels and the y-axis denotes the relative frequency of the rating shift for each group.  Clearly, zero is 
the majority rating shift value in each group after applying the proposed method. For both the moderate 
and the weak attack group, most of their rating shifts have been significantly eliminated. And in the strong 
attack group, more than 97% of testing files have returned to the normal rating. 
 
 
Figure 5. Rating Shift after Detection in Various Attack Levels 
Sybil-Based Attacks Detection Testing 
Although the original testing dataset has presented a variety of fraudulent rater’s behaviors, the size of the 
fraudulent rater is limited. Various sizes of the fraudulent rater, particularly those above 50%, can be used 
to examine the robustness of the proposed method under Sybil-Based Attacks. We need to create new 
attack files to represent various fraudulent rater sizes. Fraudulent rater size is the percentage of the raters 
who are fraudulent in the attack file. For example, 25% means there are 0.25*p user IDs in the attack file, 
where p is the total number of raters in the reputation systems. Four different fraudulent rater sizes are 
used, i.e. 25%, 40%, 60% and 85%, where the latter two sizes are Sybil-Based Attacks. We construct attack 
files for every fraudulent rater size. When a fraudulent rater size is selected, the corresponding number of 
the fraudulent raters is fixed. For example, suppose the number of the raters is M. In each attack group 
under each attack model of the original attack data (i.e. weak, moderate and strong attack group under 
Consistent or Camouflage Attack), we randomly select a certain amount of attack files which have a total 
of m fraudulent raters. We adjust the user ID in different attack files to make sure no duplicates. Then the 
selected attack files are merged together in each attack group respectively. After applying the proposed 
method, the precision and the recall of the fraudulent rater detection is recorded in all three attack groups. 
For each attack size, we repeat the experiments 1000 times and make sure that there is no same 
combination of the files.  
 
Table 5 shows the average performance results for the both methods from three attack level (i.e. weak, 
moderate, and strong) and four attack models (i.e. Consistent Attack, Camouflage Attack, Sybil-Consistent 
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Attack and Sybil-Camouflage Attack).  We could find that the proposed method outperforms the iCLUB in 
every attack environment. In addition, the impact of the fraudulent rater size on the performance for the 
two methods is different.  For the proposed method, the detection performance is generally improving 
with the increasing of the attack size, regardless of the attack group or attack model. For the strong attack 
group in all attack models, the performance always maintains a very high-level accuracy even if the size is 
small. For the moderate attack group, when the attack size is above 40%, its F1 measure values are above 
95% in all four models. For the weak attack group, its detection performances improve from Non-Sybil 
Based Attacks to Sybil-Based Attacks. . This is since when the number of the fraudulent raters increases, 
more users share the similar behaviors so that they have a higher chance to be detected.  
 
For the iCLUB, however, the impact of the fraudulent rater on detection performance is different in four 
attack models. Under Camouflage and Sybil-Camouflage Attack, the performance is generally decreasing 
with the increasing of the attack size, in particular for the weak attack group. Also, under Sybil-Consistent 
Attack, the detection performance decreases significantly at the higher fraudulent rater size (i.e. 85%) in 
the weak attack group. Only under the Consistent Attack, the iCLUB maintains the decent performance in 
all attack groups and improves with the increasing fraudulent rater size. Therefore, the performance of 
the iCLUB is affected by the larger size of the fraudulent rater and the weaker attack level. When the 
attack size increases, there are more fraudulent raters than the honest users in the system. For the iCLUB, 
when the honest rater relies on the global knowledge to evaluate the reputation, it will be inaccurate when 
the majority is attacker. In addition, in the weak attack group, the dishonest rater behaves similar to the 
normal ones. For the iCLUB, when the honest rater use its own rating experience to detect the dishonest 
rater based on the similarity, the decision will be biased when the dishonest rater camouflage themselves 
or inject weak attack. Herein, the performance of iCLUB is vulnerable to Camouflage-Based Attacks (i.e. 
Camouflage and Sybil Camouflage Attack) and is not stable under Sybil Attack.  
 





Fraudulent Rater Size 
25% 40% 60% 85% 25% 40% 60% 85% 
Attack 
Model 









Proposed 0.76 0.80 0.84 0.92 0.83 0.91 0.97 0.98 
iCLUB 0.49 0.59 0.65 0.20 0.18 0.09 0.00 0.00 
Recall 
Proposed 0.93 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.85 0.93 0.93 0.98 
iCLUB 0.74 0.91 0.96 0.20 0.22 0.69 0.00 0.00 
F1 
Proposed 0.84 0.87 0.90 0.95 0.84 0.92 0.95 0.98 








Proposed 0.95 0.96 0.97 1.00 0.92 0.95 0.96 0.98 
iCLUB 0.87 0.96 0.98 0.98 0.71 0.41 0.04 0.00 
Recall 
Proposed 0.94 0.97 0.97 1.00 0.93 0.95 0.96 0.98 
iCLUB 0.92 0.94 0.97 0.98 0.75 0.76 0.69 0.00 
F1 
Proposed 0.94 0.96 0.97 1.00 0.92 0.95 0.96 0.98 









Proposed 0.97 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.95 0.96 0.99 1.00 
iCLUB 0.98 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.82 0.90 0.70 0.00 
Recall 
Proposed 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 
iCLUB 0.98 0.94 0.97 0.98 0.88 0.94 0.62 0.00 
F1 
Proposed 0.98 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.97 0.97 0.99 1.00 
iCLUB 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.85 0.92 0.66 0.00 
Conclusions 
Due to the anonymity in the Internet, it may be risky to interact with unfamiliar items or strange sellers. 
Reputation systems have been shown to be effective for customers to judge the quality of the object and 
reduce the interaction-specific risk. However, reputation systems are vulnerable to rating fraud, which 
will mislead the customers and further affect their motivation in participating into the future interaction. 
In this paper, we address the rating fraud issue and design the fraudulent rater detection method to 
improve the reliability of reputation systems.  By discovering certain temporal characteristics of both the 
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target entity rating series and the fraudulent rater rating series, we could discriminate the target entity 
and cluster the corresponding dishonest raters. Several experiments are conducted to validate the 
performance of the proposed method by using the real-world cyber competition data. Our proposed 
method has shown its performance advantage over the benchmark. Moreover, our methods have shown 
its robustness in various attack environments including the Sybil Attack, Consistent Attack and 
Camouflage Attack.  The method proposed in this study could facilitate the organizations relying on the 
reputation systems for their better customer retention. It could also help reduce the financial risk 
associated with the e-commerce transactions.  
 
Our study focused on the collaborative rating fraud since it has more significant impact on the systems. 
Thus, our proposed method may be vulnerable to the singleton rating fraud, which means the fraudulent 
rater does not have collaborators but just inject the unfair rating independently. For singleton fraudulent 
raters, they can be detected by examining the behavior deviation from the general distributions. The 
development of a more comprehensive detection framework by strategically combining our method with 
other research streams is also planned for future analysis. 
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